
CRITICAL RESPONSE ONE FLEW OVER CUCKOO S NEST

We have the right for civil disobedience, so long as it is non-violent and within reason. In the book, One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest, R.P McMurphy, a â€œ brawling.

However, the electric shock treatment is making a comeback, although it is being administered in a humane
fashion. We learn that Chief is a paranoid schizophrenic, a war veteran, and whose white mother conspired
with the U. This novel centers on a mental institution and the crazy characters in it. He makes a ruckus
wherever he goes, the institute being no different. This explains how McMurphy is able to bring Chief along
on the fishing excursion in the novel, a detail not explained in the film. Why would he allow such injustice to
happen to the man fighting for the helpless and the injustice of others? This is the final action between two
desperate factions: the authority and the autonomy. These examples are seen throughout the stories read this
semester. In the film, McMurphy's character remains the same roguish noncomformist up until his lobotomy.
However he finds himself at odds with Nurse Ratched, a strict, manipulative and methodical woman who runs
the ward like a "precision-made machine". Set in , the film uses characters â€” patients and authority figures
alike â€” and setting to accurately depict various aspects of psychological treatments, theories and concepts
applied, before more ethical practices were introduced later in the 20th century. This passage causes the reader
to feel queasy and disheartened; the hero is dead. The revolution in the novel mirrors the way people tried to
revolutionize in the United States in the sixties. Nurse Ratched is the antagonist of the novel, the enemy of all
the patients. The tattoo depicts aces and eights, known as the dead-man's hand in accordance to the legend of
the poker hand held by Wild Bill Hickock when he was murdered. If that's what's bein' crazy is, then I'm
senseless, out of it, gone-down-the-road, wacko. He had previously been working at a farm where he engaged
in a wild lifestyle. She has a vendetta against McMurphy and ultimately wins the battle between them. Of
these, the suicide of Cheswick, is most notable. From day one, the reader finds that McMurphy is out to cause
trouble. McMurphy is the Irishman sentenced to a mental hospital. Because the faculty believes he is deaf and
mute, he is allowed to sweep in areas where he can overhear sensitive information. Before McMurphy had
arrived, the patients did what they were told and never questioned the system. We have the right for civil
disobedience, so long as it is non-violent and within reason. This novel resonates with the historical and
critical context in which it was written. This is not a valid email, please try again. The dog chases the geese
toward a road where it is implied the dog will confront an automobile with the inevitably tragic result that
machine will triumph over nature. The novel carefully establishes a character not in the film, Big George. By
the end of the book, there are many examples of struggles against the higher power, and it is in my opinion
that the statement "when authority and individuals come into conflict, authority always wins out" is incorrect,
because individuals do not have to win the physical conflict to win the battle of brains. If a patient stood out of
line, he or she would be brought back by the use of either medication, seclusion or punishment operant
conditioning. Within a week of the trip, Nurse Ratched is ready with her new plan. After he arrived, the ward
became a very different place. Also missing from the film are several key symbolic elements, including
McMurphy's poker-hand tattoo that foreshadows his death. It shows that, no matter what the institution does to
him, he still has his mental independence. Coincidentally, this is the same course the Chief follows when he
escapes from the hospital, giving the novel's resolution a degree of uncertainty as to whether the Chief will
succeed in the outside world or succumb to a worse fate in a world increasingly overrun by dehumanizing
mechanization. The film's conclusion, however, depicts Chief running from the hospital toward what the
viewer assumes is happiness and liberty.


